WEBINAR REPORT
A webinar was conducted by Cross Disability Early Intervention Centre, NILD Kolkata on 10.05.2022
from 3:30pm- 04:30pm on -“Persons with Disability- Tagore’s view in the literature.” on Google
Meet.
The objective of the webinar was to know about the concern areas of parents/caregivers of the children
having Neurodevelopmental Disorders.
The program started with virtual lamp lighting with rabindra sangit and a welcome address.

The Inaugural Speech was given by Mr. Jeetendra Mohapatra, In- Charge EIC, & Lecturer OT
Dept. NILD, Kolkata. He discussed about Relevance of Rabindranath Tagore’s thoughts on
education today. In order to explore his thoughts on education and to assess his relevance in
today’s Special educational field, the EIC,NILD,KOLKATA has decided to conduct a webinar on
this concept. Moreover, he also discussed about the detailed services in Cross Disability Early
Intervention Centre, NILD Kolkata.
Prof Bishnupada Nanda beautifully linked the thinking of Rabindranath Tagore on Persons with
disability by quoting from his literal creature. He uphold different characters created by
Rabindranath Tagore, who were differently abled either in the form of Deaf and Dumb, having
intellectual disability or with different physical deformities in his webinar lecture. Being in the
ancient society, how Tagore thaught of the concept of inclusion, it's long term relevance in the
society, the parent's role and how to empower the differently abled people in the society was
also a part of the lecture. Interaction session with the patients and caregiver was also held for half
an hour.

The total number of participants was 100 which included parents and caregivers of children,
professionals (Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist, Speech Language Therapist, Audiologist,
Psychologists, Social worker, Special Educator), student, faculty and staffs of NILD(D).
Vote of thanks was delivered by Ms. Priyanka Ghosh, Clinical Psychologist, EIC, NILD, Kolkata.
Mr Kunal Banerjee, Special Educator(ID), Cross Disability-Early Intervention Centre, NILD, Kolkata
was the coordinator of the Webinar. Mrs. Rupsha Pal, Special Educator(H.I),Cross Disability-Early
Intervention Centre, NILD, Kolkata was the moderator of the program.

